ICT
Infrastructure

We make
life better!

Supporting
client agility and growth
Ulwembu Business Services
supplies, configures, implements, supports
and maintains turnkey hardware and
modular enterprise technologies.

Introduction
Leading technologies from respected technology vendors ensure that our clients’
data is stored, protected and accessible at any time, by the right people, either on
site or remotely. Our ICT infrastructure services encompass:
} Data centres;
} Servers and storage;
} Virtualisation and consolidation;

} Hyper-converged infrastructure;
} Networks; and
} Network security.

Data centres

Servers and storage

Our data centre solution takes a three-pronged approach.

Ulwembu Business Services provides a
range of storage solutions, from all-flash
and hybrid storage, storage area
network (SAN), network attached
storage (NAS), cloud storage for off-site
back up, to solid state drives (SSD).

Design: Our multi-disciplinary team offers a full
portfolio of design services, from professional
consulting, through design, to engineering services. It
considers the core elements of space, power and
cooling. The design includes the network infrastructure
(LAN and WAN), IP telephony, power and cooling
requirements, and patch rooms with network, access
and core switches.
Build: Our project specialists ensure that construction
projects are carefully planned, managed and executed
from start to finish. Professional project management
and turnkey project implementation methodologies
ensure timeous projects with as minimal disruption as
possible, whether it is building a new data centre,
upgrading equipment, or modernising a power system.
Construct: Construction takes a phased approach. Data
centre construction includes the walling, raised flooring,
cabling and electrical reticulation. The final phase
involves integrated system testing for the highest
availability, optimal performance and ideal
environmental conditions.

The specialist team of solution engineers
and technicians delivers an end-to-end
storage strategy that considers the core
business components relating to storage,
including: capacity, availability,
performance, compliance and security.
Our services span the design, supply,
installation, and management and
support services for the technologies
implemented.
The servers and storage solutions ensure
that our clients enjoy top performance,
flexibility and resilience, while being
easy to manage and cloud ready.

Virtualisation and consolidation

Networking

Ulwembu Business Services enables greater efficiency
from your physical infrastructure across servers,
storage, and networks while providing new levels of
agility.

Effective networks ensure that people can
communicate effectively with each other, both
internally and externally. Smart networks deliver
efficiencies such as shared resources, seamless
information sharing, network monitoring and control,
cost savings, and increased productivity. Ulwembu
Business Services offers leading network
technologies and comprehensive network services,
from planning and design to implementation and
support.

Achieving a consolidated environment
Consolidation results in a number of business benefits
for organisations, such as: Unified infrastructure,
simplified infrastructure management, shared server,
storage and network resources, increased usage
efficiencies, dynamic service-orientated infrastructure
and increased business value.
Virtualisation
Virtualisation enhances capability. It improves
infrastructure management and availability, optimises
utilisation and increases security. Ulwembu Business
Services implements integrated virtualisation strategies
that align virtual infrastructure to IT policies in order to
optimise the environment, increase efficiencies, reduce
risk and costs, and deliver the highest return on
investment.
Key areas of virtualisation:
} Virtualisation strategy
} Server and storage virtualisation and consolidation
} Backup and disaster recovery for virtual
environments
} Virtual networks
} Networking and WAN optimisation

Hyper-converged infrastructure
Businesses are expecting higher returns from their
investments in infrastructure and are becoming more
opposed to risk, while demanding operational
efficiencies, speed and flexibility from IT to support the
changing needs of the business. As data centres
become increasingly complicated, convergence delivers
simplicity, flexibility, mobility, availability and
efficiencies to virtual environments.
Ulwembu Business Service's hyper-converged solutions
provide cloud-based, consumption-based infrastructure
without impeding on performance, reliability and
availability. This means that our clients can add
building blocks to their data centres as needed,
without having to make big investments every few
years, delivering a much faster time-to-value.
Key areas of hyper-converged infrastructure:
} Data protection, including back up and replication
} Deduplication
} WAN optimisation
} SSD arrays and cache arrays
} Public cloud gateways
} Replication

Key areas of networking:
} Switches, routers and wireless access points
} Cabling
} Network security and firewalls
} Virtual private networks (VPN)
} Internet Protocol (IP) communications systems
} Centralised, converged and cloud-based
deployment

Network security
Effective network security is imperative for
safeguarding company networks, their data and,
importantly, their reputation. It targets a variety of
threats and stops them from entering or spreading
across the network. Network security combines
multiple layers of defence at the edge and in the
network, and requires leading hardware and
software technologies. Each layer implements
policies and controls.
Ulwembu Business Services provides expert network
and data protection, ensuring that usability and
integrity are consistently maintained.
Key areas of network security:
} Identity management and access control
} Antivirus and anti-malware software
} Firewalls
} Data loss prevention
} Intrusion prevention
} Behavioural analytics
} Security information and event management
(SIEM)
} Email security
} Application security
} Web security
} Virtual private network (VPN) and
endpoint security
} Wireless security

Ensuring the highest level of
operations with managed services

Our value: We're committed to
improving business performance

Our support services help clients to optimise their
computing environment by managing the availability,
reliability and performance of their equipment. We
provide the maintenance, spare parts and services
needed to ensure the best performance from
enterprise infrastructure. This involves remote
monitoring services; enterprise monitoring projects;
operational and maintenance training; field service
and aftermarket services; and emergency services.

We have the best interests of our clients at heart. With
Ulwembu Business Services, our clients receive insight,
save costs, achieve business benefits and minimise
disruptions, resulting in trouble-free computing.

Annual maintenance contracts provide our clients with
comprehensive support plans to manage their IT
infrastructure, including edge-IT and core-IT
infrastructure.
Facility management services offer clients a complete
portfolio of customised services from planning and
design, through procurement, installation, integration,
migration assistance to systems management, telephone
support and on-site hardware and software fixes.

Key partners
} Alcatel
} Cisco
} Dell EMC

} Huawei
} IBM
} Microsoft

} Oracle
} Riverbed
} Software AG

Technical expertise: We have the right people with
high-level skills that are experienced and motivated to
implement successful projects.
Implementation expertise: Our proven consultation,
project management and solution configuration ensure
that we correctly translate our customer requirements
into quality technology solutions that are delivered on
time and within budget.
Professional support and maintenance: Professional
support and maintenance services are available, which
are driven by service level agreements once new
projects become business as usual.
Proven approach: Our implementation approach is
both scientific and logical. We undergo a rigorous
process to ensure that all the boxes are ticked,
confirming that our customised solutions deliver on the
business requirements, offer the best value for money
and deliver peace of mind to our clients.
Leading technology: We enable client growth, reduce
the cost of ownership of ICT assets and optimise the
operations by standardising, consolidating and
reducing redundancies using leading technologies.
Relationships: We nurture our relationships with our
clients, spend time understanding their environments,
and become a trusted advisor and an extension of
their business.

Our technology partner
Our data centre solutions are powered by
Smart Integration, a wholly-owned
Ulwembu Business Services company.

About
Ulwembu Business Services
Ulwembu Business Services is a black-owned
management consulting and information and
communication technology services company that
facilitates the transformation of private and public
enterprises to optimised, digitised organisations.
We offer integrated, strategic corporate services
and client-specific business solutions that leverage
technology, people and processes to enable
sustainable value creation.

Black Economic
Empowerment

Our solutions are powered
by our technology partners

Ulwembu Business Services is a black owned and
black managed South African company that is
passionate about our country's development.
The company’s empowerment status has been
verified as a Level One Contributor with 135%
procurement recognition in an independent audit
by Infocomm.

Technology is an enabler of transformation. Our
solutions are customised according to the specific
requirements of our clients, and depend on their size,
the type of project, as well as their specific challenges
and business objectives. As a management consultant,
we apply our expertise in advising and selecting the
most appropriate technologies from renowned
vendors that are best suited to the client's needs.

Wholly-owned Ulwembu
Business Services companies:

29 Waterford Office Park, Fourways, Johannesburg, 2191
Call: 010 035 0029
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Email: admin@ulwembubs.com

www.ulwembubs.com

